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Before humanity devised the idea of war (Mars), there was love (Venus). Many people like to refer to men being from Mars and women from Venus. Actually, both women and men originate from Venus within that frame of reference.

Often the wisdom of one aspect of Source known as the Divine Feminine Principle and another aspect referred to as the Divine Masculine Principle is segmented or separated in this dimension. This is due to the human’s viewpoint of a world of contrast and duality. Within the One, there is no idea of separation because that which is divided in the mind of the human being is in union within the One. Therefore, the Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine are one Principle within I AM.

Within ancient traditions, these two precepts are often known as the Sophia and the Logos. Again, words only lend credence to duality where there is actually only oneness. If you will allow yourself to shift your mind away from the idea of man and woman and merge it into the unfolding of Source Consciousness into a dimension of duality (two), you will understand that the origin for both of the dual focal points is only within one emerging Source.

Even within the perspective of each man and woman alive today (and all of those of who have gone before), the one general striving, the one common longing is for mutual love. What is not recognized is that the love desired must be coming from within first in order to resonate with the love that is available within in another. Left to his or her own devices, few people are educated in this distinction therefore life feels alone, forlorn and disagreeable.

While you may say, “easier said than done”, I would like you to reflect upon this:

Both the masculine and the feminine begin with Source Consciousness. That is the beginning (in whatever way your mind sees that beginning). As an emanation of
the One Source, each man and woman’s natural desire is to love as that Source. The first point of attention then must be loving the Source of all life without concept, condition, judgment or expectation. Once that is recognized then you are capable of loving yourself as that Source. Rather than attempting to figure out what parts of you are the most deserving of your love, you simply bestow it all and as Source experiences it, so do you.

Concurrently, everything within creation in this universe is paired with an opposite. That means there is no singular rather a continuation of two combining as one and since Source only creates through beneficence, all of these pairings are united within love without condition. The light of the Feminine and the Masculine unfold simultaneously from within the One, emerging as the birthing container for all creation.

All that is manifest and unmanifest emerges from within Source. All is an experience of the whole as this emerging love. Within this natural state, you mirror to yourself your own capacity to be love. As you love your origin, you inform the mirror of consciousness of your love that is the love of Source. Awareness of being love in form is a mirror mirroring back to the mirror. The transmission and the receiving of the love are simultaneous.

As emphasis is placed upon the Feminine Principle coming to the fore within humanity’s heritage, it is the swinging of the pendulum back to what existed prior to the Masculine Principle patriarchy. The onset of the Masculine’s predominance was seen in the diminution of the Feminine during the ancient tribal wars. Eventually, it progressed to the witch-hunts. It is still the basis for several current religious belief systems. Yet, as the pendulum swung from the predominance of the Feminine, which is reflected in the very ancient texts, to the Masculine’s overarching authority, an imbalance began to take place.

This instability is reflected within the powerful assertion of dominance that is a trait inherent within the Masculine Principle. Its outcome is war, servitude, slavery, and the subjugation of the masses to the powerful ranking of the few represented by the Masculine Principle’s Will.

The Feminine Principle is more receptive than the Masculine Principle providing a container for the Will-powered creations of the Masculine. Because of the imbalance that has been provided by the Masculine within this earth, the Feminine
Principle is taking on a varied and transforming role with the Masculine. It is reminding the Masculine that it is love, first and foremost, and above all other desires it might have within this dimension, this is its first focus. Within this state of balance, the intimacy within each of these Divine Principles begins to pervade the consciousness of humanity shifting the species into remembering its origin.

In the late ‘60’s and into the ‘70’s, the Divine Feminine asserted itself accessing its own aspects of the Divine Masculine. Emphasis was placed upon being equal to the Masculine and securing a position in the workplace that would be equitable. While this movement achieved general recognition of the Feminine, it did not bring the anticipated balance within the contrast of the two polarities.

Now the Divine Feminine is merging naturally with its Gaia nature to resonate with its potential to be the love that is sought by all of humanity. To do so, the Divine Feminine is expanding itself to embrace the Divine Masculine actualizing the Masculine’s remembrance of its own Divine Feminine stirring within each man. The quality of this intimate union is best observed during moments of love without condition or judgment, only the acceptance of seeing and being seen exactly as each is.

As the Divine Feminine readily accepts the Divine Masculine in its present state of finding and accepting balance within itself, the Love of the One Source is the only common denominator. No longer is Mars a reference point for the Masculine consciousness. The emergence within the Masculine of its Divine Feminine and the acceptance within the Feminine of its Divine Masculine create the perfect state of union. Duality and polarity cease to exist within the enlightened consciousness of the men and women who have accepted their roles within their inherent, mutual Divinity.

The union sought within the apparent concept of separation is already in place. Love is only union. It is nothing else. As you love Source, you love yourself. As you love yourself, you love Source. The Divine Feminine and the Divine Masculine are love incarnate. You are both within the Oneness of I AM.